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Purpose
This paper briefs Members about the recent revision of the
International Telecommunication Regulations (ITRs) and the follow up
actions that the Office of the Communications Authority (OFCA) will
need to take in order to align our regulatory regime with the new ITRs.
2.
In Hong Kong, carrier licence or services-based operator (SBO)
licence holders under General Condition 3 of their licences are obliged at
all times to perform and observe the requirements of the Constitution and
Convention of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the
regulations and recommendations annexed to it, and hence the new ITRs.
The subject matter is therefore relevant to both carrier licensees and SBO
licensees.

Background
3.
The ITU convened the World Conference on International
Telecommunications 2012 (WCIT-12) at Dubai, United Arab Emirates in
December 2012. WCIT-12 aimed to review the ITRs, an international
treaty defining the general principles for the provision and operation of
international telecommunications. The current version of the ITRs was
adopted in 19881 and had not been updated for some 24 years.
4.
Over 1,500 delegates from 155 Member States and 37 Sector
Members / international organisations participated in the conference.
1

See http://www.itu.int/osg/csd/wtpf/wtpf2009/documents/ITU_ITR_88.pdf.
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OFCA officers attended WCIT-12 as members of the Chinese Delegation.
Among the 155 Member States that participated in WCIT-12, 144 of
them were accredited as eligible to sign the new ITRs. At the close of
WCIT-12 on 14 December 2012, 89 Member States2 including China
deposited their signatories to the new ITRs, which would be put into
effect on 1 January 2015. During WCIT-12, proposals relating to
Internet governance were discussed but because of the divergent views of
the Member States, these proposals were not adopted in the new ITRs.

Key Amendments to the ITRs
Application of the ITRs
5.
The new ITRs have adopted the following new term for
“authorized operating agencies” to replace “recognized private operating
agencies” as used in the existing version –
“1.1 abis) These Regulations also contain provisions
applicable to those operating agencies, authorized or recognized
by a Member State, to establish, operate and engage in
international telecommunications services to the public,
hereinafter referred as "authorized operating agencies".”
In Hong Kong, carrier licensees and SBO licensees which are authorised
to provide external telecommunications services would fulfil the
definition for authorised operating agencies under the new ITRs.
Human Rights and Non-discriminatory Access to International
Telecommunications Networks
6.
The new ITRs have included an explicit reference to the right to
freedom of opinion and expression, as guaranteed by Article 19 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights in the Preamble of the new
ITRs –
2

The list of signatories to the new treaty is published at
http://www.itu.int/osg/wcit-12/highlights/signatories.html.
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“Member States affirm their commitment to implement these
Regulations in a manner that respects and upholds their human
rights obligations.
These Regulations recognize the right of access of Member States
to international telecommunication services.”
There should be no implication to the telecommunications regulatory
regimes of Hong Kong in this respect.
Misuse of Numbering Resources
7.
The new ITRs have introduced a new Article 3.5 to deal with
misuse of numbering resources in response to some countries’ concern
about misuse of E.164 numbers for fraudulent purpose –
“3.5 Member States shall endeavour to ensure that
international telecommunication numbering resources specified
in ITU-T Recommendations are used only by the assignees and
only for the purposes for which they were assigned; and that
unassigned resources are not used.”
8.
Members may wish to note that the Telecommunications
Numbering Working Group (TNWG) has already discussed the
underlying issue and it has recommended that the “Code of Practice
Relating to the Use of Numbers and Codes in the Hong Kong Numbering
Plan”3 be amended to reflect this new ITRs requirement. Details of the
proposed amendment are given vide TRAAC Paper No. 3/2013 tabled at
this meeting.
Calling Line Identification
9.
The new ITRs have adopted the following text in a new Article
3.6 in response to the concerns of some Member States about the delivery

3

See http://www.ofca.gov.hk/filemanager/ofca/common/Industry/telecom/cop20100929e.pdf.
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of Calling Line Identification (CLI) in international telecommunications
services for preventing frauds and tracing malicious calls –
“3.6 Member States shall endeavour to ensure that
international calling line identification (CLI) information is
provided taking into account the relevant ITU-T
Recommendations.”
10.
OFCA
will
monitor
the
development
of
ITU-T
Recommendations on the subject matter and consider any revision, if
necessary, to the existing regulatory guides and code of practices (CoPs)
on CLI, viz. HKCA 3101 “Regulatory Guide for Calling Line
Identification (CLI) Format” 4 and “Code of Practice in relation to
Calling Line Identification and Other Calling Line Identification Related
Services”5.
Establishment of Regional Telecommunications Traffic Exchange Points
11.
One of the important missions of the ITU is that broadband
access should be affordable to all people in the world. In this respect, a
new Article 3.7 is added to the ITRs to encourage the establishment of
regional telecommunications traffic exchange points as a way to reduce
the cost of international telecommunications interconnections. The text
of Article 3.7 reads as follows –
“3.7 Member States should create an enabling environment for
the implementation of regional telecommunication traffic
exchange points, with a view to improving quality, increasing the
connectivity and resilience of networks, fostering competition and
reducing the costs of international telecommunication
interconnections.”
12.
Hong Kong is a regional hub in Asia. In this respect, we have
streamlined administrative procedures with a view to facilitating the
landing of submarine cable systems into Hong Kong. We have eight
4
5

See http://www.ofca.gov.hk/filemanager/ofca/en/content_405/hkta3101_5.pdf.
See http://www.ofca.gov.hk/filemanager/ofca/common/consumer/fixed_telecom/cop20051014e.pdf.
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submarine cable systems, 17 overland cables and nine satellites for
external communications as in February 2013. Among others, the Asia
Submarine-Cable Express has been launched and operative since early
2013. The new Southeast-Asia Japan Cable has also been landed and
will be operative in the second half of 2013. The new Asia Pacific
Gateway is under planning for installation in 2014. We will continue to
maintain a facilitating environment for industry players to bring in
external telecommunications capacities to Hong Kong.
New Provisions on Mobile Roaming
13.
In response to the concerns of Member States to address mobile
roaming issues, the new ITRs have included the following new Articles
concerning measures to ensure transparency and competition in
international roaming prices by way of fostering competition.
“4.4 Member States shall foster measures to ensure that
authorized operating agencies provide free-of-charge,
transparent, up-to-date and accurate information to end users
on international telecommunication services, including
international roaming prices and the associated relevant
conditions, in a timely manner.
4.5 Member States shall foster measures to ensure that
telecommunications services in international roaming of
satisfactory quality are provided to visiting users.
4.6 Member States should foster cooperation among
authorized operating agencies in order to avoid and mitigate
inadvertent roaming charges in border zones.
4.7 Member States shall endeavour to promote competition in
the provision of international roaming services and are
encouraged to develop policies that foster competitive roaming
prices for the benefit of end users.”
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14.
OFCA will consider issuing new guidelines or CoPs to mobile
network operators in order to ensure compliance with these new ITRs
provisions. OFCA will also continue liaising with the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology relating to mobile roaming services
between Hong Kong and the Mainland.
Emergency Number
15.
The new ITRs have added a new Article 5.5 that “Member States
should encourage authorized operating agencies to inform all users,
including roaming users, in good time and free of charge, of the number
to be used for calls to the emergency services”. OFCA will monitor any
development in this area and where necessary follow up with the relevant
operators with reference to this new provision.
Security and Robustness of International Telecommunications Networks
16.
Some Member States put forward their proposals seeking
cooperation between countries in order to enhance the security of
international networks. The new ITRs have expanded Article 1.1a to
explicitly clarify that “these regulations do not address content-related
aspect of telecommunications” and added a new Article 5A as follows –
“Member States shall individually and collectively endeavour to
ensure the security and robustness of international
telecommunication networks in order to achieve effective use
thereof and avoidance of technical harm thereto, as well as the
harmonious development of international telecommunication
services offered to the public.”
17.
OFCA will consider the need of revising the existing regulatory
guides on network security including “Security Guidelines for Next
Generation Networks”6 and “Guidelines on the Security Aspects for the
Design, Implementation, Management and Operation of Public Wi-Fi

6

See http://www.coms-auth.hk/filemanager/statement/en/upload/47/guidelines-NGNs_e.pdf.
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Service”7, or issue new ones as appropriate, with reference to the new
ITRs provision.
Bulk Unsolicited Electronic Communications
18.
There were proposals from Member States that spam not only
consumed significant resources of international networks, but also
introduced security risks to the operation of international
telecommunications networks. As spam issues were not limited to any
national boundaries, each country should play a proactive role in tackling
spam in order to protect other countries. The new ITRs have adopted a
new Article 5B on “bulk unsolicited electronic communications” as
follows –
“Member States should endeavour to take necessary measures to
prevent the propagation of unsolicited bulk electronic
communications and minimize its impact on international
telecommunication services. Member States are encouraged to
cooperate in that sense.”
19.
In 2007, Hong Kong enacted the Unsolicited Electronic
Messages Ordinance for regulating the act on the sending of commercial
electronic messages having a Hong Kong link. OFCA has also joined
hands with overseas enforcement agencies in combating spam and will
continue to do so in the future.
Charging and Accounting
20.
Accounting rates are still used in some parts of the world.
However, they are no longer widely used and most traffic today is indeed
settled on commercial agreements. Nonetheless, to cater for different
paces of liberalization and market developments in different Member
States, Article 6 was updated to reflect the practice on commercially
negotiated agreements for exchanging international telecommunications
traffic or through accounting rate principles established pursuant to
national regulation. Fiscal tax on collection charges remains unchanged.
7

See http://tel_archives.ofca.gov.hk/en/report-paper-guide/guidance-notes/gn_200817.pdf.
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In this connection, Hong Kong operators could continue to negotiate with
their overseas counterparts on the applicable commercial arrangements,
as appropriate.
Energy Efficiency / e-Waste
21.
The ITRs have adopted a new Article 8A on Energy
Efficiency/e-Waste that “Member States are encouraged to adopt energy
efficiency and e-waste best practices, taking into account relevant ITU-T
Recommendations”. OFCA will monitor the development of the
relevant ITU-T Study Groups and consult the industry as necessary with a
view to adopting any ITU-T Recommendations on the subject matter to
be issued in the future.
Accessibility
22.
The new ITRs have adopted a new Article 8B on “Accessibility”
that “Member States should promote access for persons with disabilities
to international telecommunications services taking into account relevant
ITU-T
Recommendations”.
In
Hong
Kong,
international
telecommunications services are widely and conveniently available to the
general public, including the disabled, at affordable price. Nonetheless,
OFCA will review the situation and revise the existing “Code of Practice
on the Provision of Telecommunications Services for the Elderly and
People with a Disability” 8 as necessary based on any new ITU-T
Recommendations on the subject matter.
Other Amendments
23.
The new ITRs updated two appendixes on “General provisions
concerning accounting” and “Additional provisions to maritime
telecommunications” and included five new non-binding resolutions.
Full text of the new ITRs can be found in the Final Acts of the WCIT-12,
which is annexed to this paper.

8

See http://www.coms-auth.hk/filemanager/statement/en/upload/31/cop20101004e.pdf.
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Conclusion
24.
Being a Special Administrative Region of China, which is a
signatory to the new ITRs, Hong Kong will make the necessary
preparation to ensure compliance with the new ITRs when they are put
into effect on 1 January 2015. OFCA will initiate necessary follow-up
actions and consult the industry with regard to issue of or any
amendments to the regulatory guides / CoPs in a timely manner.

Views Sought
25.
Members are invited to give their views and comments on issues
discussed above.

Office of the Communications Authority
April 2013
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1

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION
REGULATIONS
PREAMBLE
1
While the sovereign right of each State to regulate its telecommunications is
fully recognized, the provisions of the present International Telecommunication Regulations
(hereafter referred to as “Regulations”) complement the Constitution and the Convention of the
International Telecommunication Union, with a view to attaining the purposes of the International
Telecommunication Union in promoting the development of telecommunication services and their
most efficient operation while harmonizing the development of facilities for worldwide
telecommunications.
Member States affirm their commitment to implement these Regulations in a
manner that respects and upholds their human rights obligations.
These Regulations recognize the right of access of Member States to
international telecommunication services.

ARTICLE 1
Purpose and scope of the Regulations
2
1.1
a)
These Regulations establish general principles which relate to the
provision and operation of international telecommunication services offered to the public as well
as to the underlying international telecommunication transport means used to provide such
services. These Regulations do not address the content-related aspects of telecommunications.
2A
abis) These Regulations also contain provisions applicable to those operating
agencies, authorized or recognized by a Member State, to establish, operate and engage in
international telecommunications services to the public, hereinafter referred as "authorized
operating agencies".
3
b)
These Regulations recognize in Article 9 the right of Member States to
allow special arrangements.
4
1.2
In these Regulations, “the public” is used in the sense of the population,
including governmental and legal bodies.
5
1.3
These Regulations are established with a view to facilitating global
interconnection and interoperability of telecommunication facilities and to promoting the
harmonious development and efficient operation of technical facilities, as well as the efficiency,
usefulness and availability to the public of international telecommunication services.

2

6
1.4
References to Recommendations of the ITU Telecommunication
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) in these Regulations are not to be taken as giving to those
Recommendations the same legal status as these Regulations.
7
1.5
Within the framework of these Regulations, the provision and operation of
international telecommunication services in each relation is pursuant to mutual agreement
between authorized operating agencies.
8
1.6
In implementing the principles of these Regulations, authorized operating
agencies should comply with, to the greatest extent practicable, the relevant ITU-T
Recommendations.
9
1.7
a) These Regulations recognize the right of any Member State, subject to
national law and should it decide to do so, to require that authorized operating agencies which
operate in its territory and provide an international telecommunication service to the public be
authorized by that Member State.
10
b) The Member State concerned shall, as appropriate, encourage the
application of relevant ITU-T Recommendations by such service providers.
11
c) The Member States, where appropriate, shall cooperate in implementing
these Regulations.
12
1.8
These Regulations shall apply, regardless of the means of transmission used, so
far as the Radio Regulations do not provide otherwise.

ARTICLE 2
Definitions
13
For the purpose of these Regulations, the following definitions shall apply.
These terms and definitions do not, however, necessarily apply for other purposes.
14
2.1
Telecommunication: Any transmission, emission or reception of signs, signals,
writing, images and sounds or intelligence of any nature by wire, radio, optical or other
electromagnetic systems.
15
2.2
International telecommunication service: The offering of a telecommunication
capability between telecommunication offices or stations of any nature that are in or belong to
different countries.
16
2.3
Government telecommunications: Telecommunications originating with any:
Head of State; Head of a government or members of a government; Commanders-in-Chief of
military forces, land, sea or air; diplomatic or consular agents; the Secretary-General of the United
Nations; Heads of the principal organs of the United Nations; the International Court of Justice, or
replies to government telecommunications mentioned above.

3

17
2.4
Service telecommunication: A telecommunication that relates to public
international telecommunications and that is exchanged among the following:
–

Member States;

–

authorized operating agencies; and

–

the Chairman of the Council, the Secretary-General, the Deputy Secretary-General, the
Directors of the Bureaux, the members of the Radio Regulations Board, and other
representatives or authorized officials of the Union, including those working on official
matters outside the seat of the Union.

21
2.5
International route: Technical facilities and installations located in different
countries and used for telecommunication traffic between two international telecommunication
terminal exchanges or offices.
22
2.6
Relation: Exchange of traffic between two terminal countries, always referring
to a specific service, if there is between their authorized operating agencies:
23

24

a)

b)

a means for the exchange of traffic in that specific service:
–

over direct circuits (direct relation), or

–

via a point of transit in a third country (indirect relation), and

normally, the settlement of accounts.

25
2.7
Accounting rate: The rate agreed between authorized operating agencies, in a
given relation that is used for the establishment of international accounts.
26
2.8
Collection charge: The charge established and collected by an authorized
operating agency from its customers for the use of an international telecommunication service.

ARTICLE 3
International network
28
3.1
Member States shall endeavour to ensure that authorized operating agencies
cooperate in the establishment, operation and maintenance of the international network to
provide a satisfactory quality of service.
29
3.2
Member States shall endeavour to ensure the provision of sufficient
telecommunication facilities to meet the demand for international telecommunication services.

4

30
3.3
Authorized operating agencies shall determine by mutual agreement which
international routes are to be used. Pending agreement and provided that there is no direct route
existing between the terminal authorized operating agencies concerned, the origin authorized
operating agency has the choice to determine the routing of its outgoing telecommunication
traffic, taking into account the interests of the relevant transit and destination authorized
operating agencies.
31
3.4
Subject to national law, any user, by having access to the international
network, has the right to send traffic. A satisfactory quality of service should be maintained to the
greatest extent practicable, corresponding to the relevant ITU-T Recommendations.
31A
3.5
Member States shall endeavour to ensure that international
telecommunication numbering resources specified in ITU-T Recommendations are used only by
the assignees and only for the purposes for which they were assigned; and that unassigned
resources are not used.
31B
3.6
Member States shall endeavour to ensure that international calling line
identification (CLI) information is provided taking into account the relevant ITU-T
Recommendations.
31E
3.7
Member States should create an enabling environment for the implementation
of regional telecommunication traffic exchange points, with a view to improving quality, increasing
the connectivity and resilience of networks, fostering competition and reducing the costs of
international telecommunication interconnections.

ARTICLE 4
International telecommunication services
32
4.1
Member States shall promote the development of international
telecommunication services and shall foster their availability to the public.
33
4.2
Member States shall endeavour to ensure that authorized operating agencies
cooperate within the framework of these Regulations to provide, by agreement, a wide range of
international telecommunication services which should conform, to the greatest extent
practicable, to the relevant ITU-T Recommendations.
34
4.3
Subject to national law, Member States shall endeavour to ensure that
authorized operating agencies provide and maintain, to the greatest extent practicable, a
satisfactory quality of service corresponding to the relevant ITU-T Recommendations with respect
to:
35

a)

access to the international network by users using terminals which are
permitted to be connected to the network and which do not cause harm to
technical facilities and personnel;

36

b)

international telecommunication facilities and services available to users for
their dedicated use;

5

37

c)

at least a form of telecommunication service which is reasonably accessible to
the public, including those who may not be subscribers to a specific
telecommunication service; and

38

d)

a capability for interworking between different services, as appropriate, to
facilitate international telecommunication services.

38A
4.4
Member States shall foster measures to ensure that authorized operating
agencies provide free-of-charge, transparent, up-to-date and accurate information to end users on
international telecommunication services, including international roaming prices and the
associated relevant conditions, in a timely manner.
38B
4.5
Member States shall foster measures to ensure that telecommunication
services in international roaming of satisfactory quality are provided to visiting users.
38C
4.6
Member States should foster cooperation among authorized operating
agencies in order to avoid and mitigate inadvertent roaming charges in border zones.
38E
4.7
Member States shall endeavour to promote competition in the provision of
international roaming services and are encouraged to develop policies that foster competitive
roaming prices for the benefit of end users.

ARTICLE 5
Safety of life and priority of telecommunications
39
5.1
Safety-of-life telecommunications, such as distress telecommunications, shall
be entitled to transmission as of right and, where technically practicable, have absolute priority
over all other telecommunications, in accordance with the relevant articles of the Constitution and
the Convention and taking due account of the relevant ITU-T Recommendations.
40
5.2
Government telecommunications, including telecommunications relative to the
application of certain provisions of the United Nations Charter, shall, where technically
practicable, enjoy priority over telecommunications other than those referred to in No. 39 (5.1)
above, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Constitution and the Convention and
taking due account of the relevant ITU-T Recommendations.
41
5.3
The provisions governing the priority enjoyed by any other telecommunication
services are contained in the relevant ITU-T Recommendations.
41A
5.4
Member States should encourage authorized operating agencies to inform all
users, including roaming users, in good time and free of charge, of the number to be used for calls
to the emergency services.

6

ARTICLE 5A
Security and robustness of networks
41B
Member States shall individually and collectively endeavour to ensure the security and
robustness of international telecommunication networks in order to achieve effective use thereof
and avoidance of technical harm thereto, as well as the harmonious development of international
telecommunication services offered to the public.

ARTICLE 5B
Unsolicited bulk electronic communications
41C
Member States should endeavour to take necessary measures to prevent the
propagation of unsolicited bulk electronic communications and minimize its impact on
international telecommunication services.
Member States are encouraged to cooperate in that sense.

ARTICLE 6
Charging and accounting
42A

International telecommunication arrangements

42B
6.1
Subject to applicable national law, the terms and conditions for international
telecommunication service arrangements may be established through commercial agreements or
through accounting-rate principles established pursuant to national regulation.
42C
6.1.1 Member States shall endeavour to encourage investments in international
telecommunication networks and promote competitive wholesale pricing for traffic carried on
such telecommunication networks.
42D

Accounting-rate principles

42DA

Terms and conditions

42E
6.2
The following provisions may apply where the terms and conditions of
international telecommunication service arrangements are established through accounting-rate
principles, established pursuant to national regulation. These provisions do not apply to
arrangements established through commercial agreements.
42F
6.2.1 For each applicable service in a given relation, authorized operating agencies
shall, by mutual agreement, establish and revise accounting rates to be applied between them, in
accordance with the provisions of Appendix 1 and taking into account the relevant ITU-T
Recommendations.

7

42G
6.2.2 Unless otherwise agreed, parties engaged in the provision of international
telecommunication services shall follow the relevant provisions as set out in Appendices 1 and 2.
42H
6.2.3 In the absence of special arrangements concluded between authorized
operating agencies, the monetary unit to be used in the composition of accounting rates for
international telecommunication services and in the establishment of international accounts shall
be:
–

either the monetary unit of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), currently the
Special Drawing Right (SDR), as defined by that organization;

–

or freely convertible currencies or other monetary unit agreed between the authorized
operating agencies.

42HA

Collection charges

42I
6.2.4 The charges levied on customers for a particular communication should in
principle be the same in a given relation, regardless of the international route used for that
communication. In establishing these charges, Member States should try to avoid dissymmetry
between the charges applicable in each direction of the same relation.
42J

Taxation

42K
6.3
Where, in accordance with the national law of a country, a fiscal tax is levied on
collection charges for international telecommunication services, this tax shall normally be
collected only in respect of international services billed to customers in that country, unless other
arrangements are made to meet special circumstances.
42KA

6.4

Service telecommunications

42KB
6.4.1 Authorized operating agencies may in principle forgo the inclusion of service
telecommunications in international accounting, under the relevant provisions of the Constitution
and the Convention and these Regulations, having due regard for the need for reciprocal
arrangements. Authorized operating agencies may provide service telecommunications free of
charge.
42KC
6.4.2 The general operational, charging and accounting principles applicable to
service telecommunications should take account of the relevant ITU-T Recommendations.

ARTICLE 7
Suspension of services
55
7.1
If a Member State exercises its right in accordance with the Constitution and
the Convention to suspend international telecommunication services partially or totally, that
Member State shall immediately notify the Secretary-General of the suspension and of the
subsequent return to normal conditions by the most appropriate means of communication.

8

56
7.2
The Secretary-General shall immediately bring such information to the
attention of all other Member States, using the most appropriate means of communication.

ARTICLE 8
Dissemination of information
57
8.1
Using the most suitable and economical means, the Secretary-General shall
disseminate information provided, of an administrative, operational, or statistical nature,
concerning international telecommunication services. Such information shall be disseminated in
accordance with the relevant provisions of the Constitution and the Convention and of this Article,
on the basis of decisions taken by the Council or by competent ITU conferences, and taking
account of conclusions or decisions of ITU assemblies. If so authorized by the Member State
concerned, the information may be transmitted to the Secretary-General directly by an authorized
operating agency, and shall then be disseminated by the Secretary-General. Member States should
transmit such information to the Secretary-General in a timely manner, taking into account the
relevant ITU-T Recommendations.

ARTICLE 8A
Energy efficiency/e-waste
57B
8.2
Member States are encouraged to adopt energy-efficiency and e-waste best
practices taking into account the relevant ITU-T Recommendations.

ARTICLE 8B
Accessibility
57D
8.3
Member States should promote access for persons with disabilities to
international telecommunication services, taking into account the relevant ITU-T
Recommendations.

9

ARTICLE 9
Special arrangements
58
9.1
a) Pursuant to Article 42 of the Constitution, special arrangements may be
entered into on telecommunication matters which do not concern Member States in general.
Subject to national laws, Member States may allow authorized operating agencies or other
organizations or persons to enter into such special mutual arrangements with Member States and
authorized operating agencies, or other organizations or persons that are so allowed in another
country for the establishment, operation and use of special international telecommunication
networks, systems and services, in order to meet specialized international telecommunication
needs within and/or between the territories of the Member States concerned, and including, as
necessary, the financial, technical or operating conditions to be observed .
59
b) Any such special arrangements shall endeavour to avoid technical harm to
the operation of the telecommunication facilities of third countries.
60
9.2
Member States should, where appropriate, encourage the parties to any
special arrangements that are made pursuant to No. 58 (9.1) above to take into account relevant
provisions of ITU-T Recommendations.

ARTICLE 10
Final provisions
61
10.1 These Regulations, of which Appendices 1 and 2 form integral parts, shall enter
into force on 1 January 2015, and shall be applied as of that date, consistent with all the provisions
of Article 54 of the Constitution.
62
10.2 If a Member State makes reservations with regard to the application of one or
more of the provisions of these Regulations, other Member States shall be free to disregard the
said provision or provisions in their relations with the Member State which has made such
reservations.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the delegates of the Member States of the International
Telecommunication Union named below have, on behalf of their respective competent
authorities, signed one copy of the present Final Acts in the Arabic, Chinese, English, French,
Russian and Spanish languages. In case of discrepancies or dispute, the French text shall prevail.
This copy shall be deposited in the archives of the Union. The Secretary-General shall forward one
certified copy to each Member State of the International Telecommunication Union.
Done at Dubai, 14 December 2012.
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APPENDIX 1
General provisions concerning accounting
1/1

1

Accounting rates

1/2
1.1
For each applicable service in a given relation, Member States shall endeavour
to ensure that authorized operating agencies, by mutual agreement, establish and revise
accounting rates to be applied between them, taking into account ITU-T Recommendations and
trends in the cost of providing the specific telecommunication service, and divide such rates into
terminal shares payable to the authorized operating agencies of terminal countries and, where
appropriate, into transit shares payable to the authorized operating agencies of transit countries.
1/3
1.2
Alternatively, in traffic relations where ITU-T cost studies can be used as a
basis, the accounting rate may be determined in accordance with the following method:
1/4

a)

authorized operating agencies shall establish and revise their terminal and
transit shares taking into account ITU-T Recommendations;

1/5

b)

the accounting rate shall be the sum of the terminal shares and any transit
shares.

1/6
1.3
When one or more authorized operating agencies acquire, either by flat-rate
remuneration or other arrangements, the right to utilize a part of the circuit and/or installations of
another authorized operating agency, the former have the right to establish their share as
mentioned in 1.1 and 1.2 above, for this part of the relation.
1/7
1.4
In cases where one or more international routes have been established by
agreement between authorized operating agencies and where traffic is diverted unilaterally by the
authorized operating agency of origin to an international route which has not been agreed with
the authorized operating agency of destination, the terminal shares payable to the authorized
operating agency of destination shall be the same as would have been due to it had the traffic
been routed over the agreed primary route, and the transit costs are borne by the authorized
operating agency of origin, unless the authorized operating agency of destination is prepared to
agree to a different share.
1/8
1.5
In cases where traffic is routed via a transit point without authorization and/or
agreement to the transit share, the transit authorized operating agency has the right to set the
level of the transit share to be included in the international accounts.
1/9
1.6
Where an authorized operating agency has a duty or fiscal tax levied on its
accounting-rate shares or other remunerations, it shall not in turn impose any such duty or fiscal
tax on other authorized operating agencies.
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1/10

2

Establishment of accounts

1/11
2.1
Unless otherwise agreed, the authorized operating agencies responsible for
collecting the charges shall establish a monthly account showing all the amounts due, and send it
to the authorized operating agencies concerned.
1/12
2.2
The accounts should be sent as promptly as possible, taking into account
relevant ITU-T Recommendations, and, except in cases of force majeure, before the end of a
period of 50 days following the month to which they relate, unless otherwise mutually agreed.
1/13
2.3
In principle, an account shall be considered as accepted without the need for
specific notification of acceptance to the authorized operating agency which sent it.
1/14
2.4
However, any authorized operating agency has the right to question the
contents of an account within a period of two calendar months after the receipt of the account,
but only to the extent necessary to bring any differences within mutually agreed limits.
1/15
2.5
In relations where there are no special agreements, a quarterly settlement
statement showing the balances of the monthly accounts for the period to which it relates shall be
prepared and issued as soon as possible by the creditor authorized operating agency, and shall be
sent to the debtor authorized operating agency, which, after verification, shall return a copy
endorsed with its acceptance.
1/16
2.6
In indirect relations where a transit authorized operating agency acts as an
accounting intermediary between two terminal points, Member States shall endeavour to ensure
that authorized operating agencies include accounting data for transit traffic in the relevant
outgoing traffic account to authorized operating agencies beyond it in the routing sequence as
soon as possible after receiving the data from the originating authorized operating agency, in
accordance with the relevant ITU-T Recommendations.
1/17

3

Settlement of balances of accounts

1/18

3.1

Choice of the currency of payment

1/19
3.1.1 The payment of balances of international telecommunication accounts shall be
made in the currency selected by the creditor, after consultation with the debtor. In the event of
disagreement, the choice of the creditor shall prevail in all cases, subject to the provisions in 3.1.2
below. If the creditor does not specify a currency, the choice shall rest with the debtor.
1/20
3.1.2 If a creditor selects a currency with a value fixed unilaterally or a currency the
equivalent value of which is to be determined by its relationship to a currency with a value also
fixed unilaterally, the use of the selected currency must be acceptable to the debtor.
1/20A
3.1.3 Provided the periods of payment are observed, authorized operating agencies
have a right, by mutual agreement, to settle their balances of various kinds by offsetting:
a)

credits and debits in their relations with other authorized operating agencies;

b)

any other mutually agreed settlements, if appropriate.
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This rule also applies in case payments are made through specialized payment agencies in
accordance with arrangements with authorized operating agencies.
1/21

3.2

Determination of the amount of payment

1/22
3.2.1 The amount of the payment in the selected currency, as determined below,
shall be equivalent in value to the balance of the account.
1/23
3.2.2 If the balance of the account is expressed in the monetary unit of the IMF, the
amount of the selected currency shall be determined by the relationship in effect on the day
before payment, or by the latest relationship published by the IMF, between the monetary unit of
the IMF and the selected currency.
1/24
3.2.3 However, if the relationship of the monetary unit of the IMF to the selected
currency has not been published, the amount of the balance of account shall, at a first stage, be
converted into a currency for which a relationship has been published by the IMF, using the
relationship in effect on the day before payment or the latest published relationship. The amount
thus obtained shall, at a second stage, be converted into the equivalent value of the selected
currency, using the closing rate in effect on the day prior to payment or the most recent rate
quoted on the official or generally accepted foreign-exchange market of the main financial centre
of the debtor country.
1/26
3.2.4 If, in accordance with a special arrangement, the balance of the account is not
expressed in the monetary unit of the IMF, the payment shall also be the subject of this special
arrangement and:
1/27

a)

if the selected currency is the same as the currency of the balance of account,
the amount of the selected currency shall be the amount of the balance of
account;

1/28

b)

if the selected currency for payment is different from the currency in which the
balance is expressed, the amount shall be determined by converting the
balance of account to its equivalent value in the selected currency in
accordance with the provisions of 3.2.3 above.

1/29

3.3

Payment of balances

1/30
3.3.1 Payment of balances of account shall be effected as promptly as possible, but
in no case later than two calendar months after the day on which the settlement statement is
dispatched by the creditor authorized operating agency. Beyond this period, the creditor
authorized operating agency may, subject to prior notification in the form of a final demand for
payment, and unless otherwise agreed, charge interest at a rate of up to 6 per cent per annum,
reckoned from the day following the date of expiry of the said period.
1/31
3.3.2 The payment due on a settlement statement shall not be delayed pending
settlement of a query on that account. Adjustments which are later agreed shall be included in a
subsequent account.
1/32
3.3.3 On the date of payment, the debtor shall transmit the amount of the selected
currency as computed above by a bank cheque, transfer or any other means acceptable to the
debtor and the creditor. If the creditor expresses no preference, the choice shall fall to the debtor.
1/33
3.3.4 The payment charges imposed in the debtor country (taxes, clearing charges,
commissions, etc.) shall be borne by the debtor. Any such charges imposed in the creditor country,
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including payment charges imposed by intermediate banks in third countries, shall be borne by the
creditor.
1/34

3.4

Additional provisions

1/36
3.4.1 If, between the time the remittance (bank transfer, cheques, etc.) is effected
and the time the creditor is in receipt of that remittance (account credited, cheque encashed,
etc.), a variation occurs in the equivalent value of the selected currency calculated as indicated in
3.2 above, and if the difference resulting from such variations exceeds 5 per cent of the amount
due as calculated following such variations, the total difference shall be shared equally between
debtor and creditor.
1/37
3.4.2 Should there be a radical change in the international monetary system which
invalidates or makes inappropriate one or more of the foregoing paragraphs, authorized operating
agencies are free to adopt, by mutual agreement, a different monetary basis and/or different
procedures for the settlement of balances of accounts, pending a revision of the above provisions.
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APPENDIX 2
Additional provisions relating to
maritime telecommunications
2/1

1

General

2/2
The provisions contained in Article 6 and Appendix 1, taking into account the relevant
ITU-T Recommendations, shall also apply to maritime telecommunications when establishing and
settling accounts under this Appendix, insofar as the following provisions do not provide
otherwise.
2/3

2

Accounting authority

2/4
2.1
Charges for maritime telecommunications in the maritime mobile service and
the maritime mobile-satellite service shall, in principle, and subject to national law and practice,
be collected from the maritime mobile station licensee:
2/5

a)

by the administration that has issued the licence; or

2/6

b)

by an authorized operating agency; or

2/7

c)

by any other entity or entities designated for this purpose by the
administration referred to in a) above.

2/8
2.2
The administration or the authorized operating agency or the designated entity
or entities listed in 2.1 above are referred to in this Appendix as the “accounting authority”.
2/9
2.3
References to authorized operating agency contained in Article 6 and
Appendix 1 shall be read as “accounting authority” when applying the provisions of Article 6 and
Appendix 1 to maritime telecommunications.
2/10
2.4
Member States shall designate their accounting authority or authorities for the
purposes of implementing this Appendix and notify their names, identification codes and
addresses to the Secretary-General for inclusion in the List of Ship Stations and Maritime Mobile
Service Identity Assignments. The number of such names and addresses shall be limited, taking
into account the relevant ITU-T Recommendations.
2/11

3

Establishment of accounts

2/12
3.1
In principle, an account shall be considered as accepted without the need for
specific notification of acceptance to the service provider that sent it.
2/13
3.2
However, any accounting authority has the right to question the contents of an
account for a period of six calendar months after dispatch of the account, even after the account
has been paid.
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2/14

4

Settlement of balances of account

2/15
4.1
All international maritime telecommunication accounts shall be paid by the
accounting authority without delay and in any case within six calendar months after dispatch of
the account, except where the settlement of accounts is undertaken in accordance with 4.3 below.
2/16
4.2
If international maritime telecommunication accounts remain unpaid after six
calendar months, the administration that has licensed the mobile station shall, on request, take
steps, within the limits of applicable national law, to ensure settlement of the accounts from the
licensee.
2/17
4.3
If the period between the date of dispatch and receipt exceeds one month, the
receiving accounting authority should at once notify the originating service provider that queries
and payments may be delayed. The delay shall, however, not exceed three calendar months in
respect of payment, or five calendar months in respect of queries, both periods commencing from
the date of receipt of the account.
2/18
4.4
The debtor accounting authority may refuse the settlement and adjustment of
accounts presented more than twelve calendar months after the date of the traffic to which the
accounts relate, unless provided otherwise under national law in which case the maximum
deadline can be within eighteen calendar months.
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RESOLUTION PLEN/1 (DUBAI, 2012)
Special measures for landlocked developing countries and small island developing
states for access to international optical fibre networks
The World Conference on International Telecommunications (Dubai, 2012),
considering
a)
Resolution 65/172 of 20 December 2010 of the United Nations General Assembly, on
specific actions related to the particular needs and problems of landlocked developing countries
(LLDCs);
b)
Resolution 30 (Rev. Guadalajara, 2010) of the Plenipotentiary Conference, on special
measures for the least developed countries (LDCs), small island developing states (SIDS), LLDCs
and countries with economies in transition;
c)

the Millennium Declaration and the 2005 World Summit Outcome;

d)
the outcome of the Geneva (2003) and Tunis (2005) phases of the World Summit on
the Information Society (WSIS);
e)
the Almaty Declaration and Almaty Programme of Action addressing the special needs
of LLDCs within a new global framework for transit transport cooperation for landlocked and
transit developing countries,
recalling
a)
the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD), which is an initiative intended
to boost economic cooperation and development at regional level, given that many landlocked
and transit developing countries are in Africa;
b)
the Declarations of the ministers of communications of the Union of South American
Nations (UNASUR) and the Roadmap for South American connectivity for integration of the
Telecommunications Working Group of the South American Infrastructure and Planning Council
(COSIPLAN);
c)
Mandate No. 7 arising from the sixth Summit of the Americas, held in Cartagena,
Colombia, on 14-15 April, 2012, in which the Heads of State and Government of the Americas
resolved “To foster increased connection of telecommunication networks in general, including
fibre-optic and broadband, among the region’s countries, as well as international connections, to
improve connectivity, increase the dynamism of communications between the nations of the
Americas, as well as reduce international data transmission costs, and, thus, promote access,
connectivity, and convergent services to all social sectors in the Americas”,
reaffirming
a)
the right of access of landlocked countries to the sea and freedom of transit through
the territory of transit countries by all means of transport, in accordance with applicable rules of
international law;
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b)
that transit countries, in the exercise of their full sovereignty over their territory, have
the right to take all measures necessary to ensure that the rights and facilities provided for
landlocked countries in no way infringe upon their legitimate interests,
recognizing
a)
the importance of telecommunications and new information and communication
technologies (ICT) to the development of LLDCs and SIDS;
b)
that current difficulties of LLDCs and SIDS continue to adversely affect their
development,
noting
that access to international optical fibre networks for LLDCs and the laying of optical fibre across
transit countries are not specified in the infrastructure development and maintenance priorities in
the Almaty Programme of Action,
conscious
a)

that fibre-optic cable is a profitable telecommunication transport medium;

b)
that access by LLDCs and SIDS to international fibre-optic networks will promote their
integral development and the potential for them to create their own information society;
c)
that the planning and laying of international optical fibre call for close cooperation
between LLDCs and transit countries;
d)
that, for the basic investment in laying fibre-optic cable, capital investments are
required,
resolves to instruct the Director of the Telecommunication Development Bureau
1
to study the special situation of telecommunication/ICT services in LLDCs and SIDS,
taking into account the importance of access to international fibre-optic networks at reasonable
cost;
2
to report to the ITU Council on measures taken with respect to the assistance provided
to LLDCs and SIDS under resolves to instruct 1 above;
3
to assist LLDCs and SIDS to develop their required plans containing practical guidelines
and criteria to govern and promote sustainable regional, subregional, multilateral and bilateral
projects affording them greater access to international fibre-optic networks,
instructs the Secretary-General
to bring this resolution to the attention of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, with a
view to bringing it to the attention of the United Nations High Representative for LDCs, LLDCs and
SIDS,
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invites the Council
to take appropriate measures to ensure that ITU continues to collaborate actively in the
development of telecommunication/ICT services in LLDCs and SIDS,
invites Member States
1
to cooperate with LLDCs and SIDS in promoting regional, subregional, multilateral and
bilateral projects and programmes for telecommunication infrastructure integration that afford
LLDCs and SIDS greater access to international fibre-optic networks;
2
to assist LLDCs and SIDS and transit countries in executing telecommunication
infrastructure integration projects and programmes,
encourages landlocked developing countries and small island developing states
to continue to accord high priority to telecommunication/ICT activities, by putting in place
technical cooperation activities in order to promote integral socioeconomic development,
invites Member States, Sector Members, Associates and Academia
to continue to support ITU Telecommunication Development Sector studies of the situation of
telecommunication/ICT services in LDCs, LLDCs, SIDS and countries with economies in transition so
identified by the United Nations and requiring special measures for telecommunication/ICT
development.
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RESOLUTION PLEN/2 (DUBAI, 2012)
Globally harmonized national number for access to emergency services
The World Conference on International Telecommunications (Dubai, 2012),
considering
that it is important for travellers to be aware of a single well-known number to access local
emergency services,
noting
that Recommendation ITU-T E.161.1, on guidelines to select emergency number for public
telecommunication networks, specified two globally harmonized emergency numbers,
resolves to instruct the Director of the Telecommunication Standardization Bureau
to take the necessary action in order that Study Group 2 of the ITU Telecommunication
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) continue exploring the option of introducing a single globally
harmonized national number for access to emergency services in the future,
invites Member States
to introduce, in addition to their existing national emergency numbers, a globally harmonized
national number for access to emergency services, taking into consideration the relevant ITU-T
Recommendations.
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RESOLUTION PLEN/3 (DUBAI, 2012)
To foster an enabling environment for the greater growth of the Internet
The World Conference on International Telecommunications (Dubai, 2012),
recognizing
a)
the outcome documents of the Geneva (2003) and Tunis (2005) phases of the World
Summit on the Information Society (WSIS);
b)
that the Internet is a central element of the infrastructure of the information society,
which has evolved from a research and academic facility into a global facility available to the
public;
c)
the importance of broadband capacity to facilitate the delivery of a broader range of
services and applications, promote investment and provide Internet access at affordable prices to
both existing and new users;
d)
the valuable contribution of all stakeholder groups in their respective roles, as
recognized in § 35 of the Tunis Agenda for the Information Society, to the evolution, functioning
and development of the Internet;
e)
that, as stated in the WSIS outcomes, all governments should have an equal role and
responsibility for international Internet governance and for ensuring the stability, security and
continuity of the existing Internet and its future development and of the future internet, and that
the need for development of public policy by governments in consultation with all stakeholders is
also recognized;
f)
Resolutions 101, 102 and 133 (Rev. Guadalajara, 2010) of the Plenipotentiary
Conference,
resolves to invite Member States
1
to elaborate on their respective positions on international Internet-related technical,
development and public-policy issues within the mandate of ITU at various ITU forums including,
inter alia, the World Telecommunication/ICT Policy Forum, the Broadband Commission for Digital
Development and ITU study groups;
2

to engage with all their stakeholders in this regard,
instructs the Secretary-General

1
to continue to take the necessary steps for ITU to play an active and constructive role
in the development of broadband and the multistakeholder model of the Internet as expressed in
§ 35 of the Tunis Agenda;
2
to support the participation of Member States and all other stakeholders, as
applicable, in the activities of ITU in this regard.
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RESOLUTION PLEN/4 (DUBAI, 2012)
Periodic review of the International Telecommunication Regulations
The World Conference on International Telecommunications (Dubai, 2012),
recalling
Resolution 171 (Guadalajara, 2010) of the Plenipotentiary Conference, on preparations for this
conference on the International Telecommunication Regulations (ITRs),
considering
a)
that the ITU Council Working Group to prepare the 2012 world conference on
international telecommunications (WCIT-12) held extensive discussions on the ITRs;
b)
that there have been wide consultations in all ITU regions, involving ITU Member
States, ITU Sector Members, Associates and Academia and civil society groups, showing great
interest in the revision of the ITRs;
c)

that many input documents have been submitted by the ITU membership;

d)

the outcome of this conference,
recognizing

a)

Articles 13 and 25 of the ITU Constitution;

b)

No. 48 (Article 3) of the ITU Convention;

c)

that the ITRs are one of the pillars supporting ITU’s mission;

d)
that 24 years elapsed between the approval of the ITRs and their review at this
conference;
e)
that the ITRs consist of high-level guiding principles that should not require frequent
amendment, but in the fast moving sector of telecommunications/ICTs may need to be
periodically reviewed,
noting
a)
that technological development and demand for services that require high bandwidth
continue to increase;
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b)

that the ITRs:
i)

establish general principles on the provision and operation of international
telecommunications;

ii)

facilitate global interconnection and interoperability;

iii)

promote efficiency, usefulness and availability of international
telecommunication services,

resolves
to invite the 2014 plenipotentiary conference to consider this resolution and to take necessary
action, as appropriate, to convene periodically (for example every eight years) a world conference
on international telecommunications to revise the ITRs, taking into account the financial
implications for the Union,
instructs the Secretary-General
1

to bring this resolution to the attention of the Plenipotentiary Conference;

2
to provide information to enable the Plenipotentiary Conference to consider the cost
implications of convening WCIT,
invites Member States
to contribute to the work outlined in this resolution.
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RESOLUTION PLEN/5 (DUBAI, 2012)
International telecommunication service traffic termination and exchange
The World Conference on International Telecommunications (Dubai, 2012),
considering
a)
that the transition from dedicated phone and data networks to converged IP-based
networks raises regulatory, technical and economic issues which need to be taken into
consideration;
b)
that many Member States have expressed a need for the initiation and
implementation of commercial agreements between authorized operating agencies and service
providers of international services, with the objective of empowering all the participants in the
new value chain,
noting
a)
that some Member States are observing a deterioration in the quality of international
services and voice traffic;
b)
that Study Group 3 of the ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is
mandated to study the development of Recommendations, resolutions and guidelines related to
these issues;
c)
that there is a need for broader understanding of alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms arising out of commercial arrangements;
d)
that some Member States have concerns for the prevention and mitigation of fraud in
international telecommunications,
resolves to invite concerned Members States
to collaborate so that:
i)

each party in a negotiation or agreement related to or arising out of international
connectivity matters can seek the support of relevant authorities of the other party’s
State in alternative dispute resolution;

ii)

their regulatory frameworks promote the establishment of commercial agreements
between authorized operating agencies and the providers of international services in
alignment with principles of fair competition and innovation,
instructs the Director of the Telecommunication Standardization Bureau

to take necessary action in order that ITU-T Study Group 3 study recent developments and
practices with regard to the termination and exchange of international telecommunication traffic
under commercial agreements, so as to develop a Recommendation, if appropriate, and guidelines
for concerned Member States, for the use of providers of international telecommunication
services in regard to issues they consider relevant, such as:
i)

conditions for the establishment of invoices

ii)

conditions for sending invoices
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iii)

conditions for the payment of invoices

iv)

conditions for dispute resolution

v)

conditions on fraud prevention and mitigation

vi)

conditions for charges for international telecommunication service traffic termination
and exchange,
invites Member States

to provide contributions on international telecommunication service traffic termination and
exchange to Study Group 3 for the furtherance of its work,
invites Sector Members
to provide information to Study Group 3 and share best practices in the area of international
telecommunication services traffic termination and exchange, including in particular, invoicing.
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